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Evidence-Based Professional Development
Overview
The Move on When Reading schoolwide comprehensive literacy plan must include information
about the evidence-based professional development in early literacy offered for all teachers of
students in grades kindergarten through third. This professional development should be
prioritized to support educators with the skills needed to implement programs with fidelity,
analyze student data, and intensify instruction as needed to support student growth. Investing
in the professional learning of teachers has tremendous benefits on the instruction and
outcomes in the school. In fact, researchers have repeatedly shown that teacher quality is the
single most important factor in impacting student achievement (Rivkin, Hanushek, & Kain,
2005). Implementation of a comprehensive and well-planned professional learning system is a
critical component to support teachers and improve student literacy outcomes.
Just as students do not typically master high level skills in a single lesson, professional
development must be ongoing and meaningful to teachers to have the desired impact.
Teachers are more likely to engage with strategies that are relative to their
Consider the facts. Students placed
work and instruction. It is important to include training and support for core
with high-performing teachers
programs and materials as well as the foundational skills needed for fluent
progress three times faster than
reading with understanding. When designing a comprehensive professional
students placed with low-performing
teachers.
development plan, it is important to stay focused on local goals and objectives
of the school while remaining flexible enough to customize and adjust for
~John Hattie
individual differences. Data gathered through literacy assessment,
observations, and teacher feedback is instrumental in providing direction for
areas of need to be addressed in professional development.
Principles of Evidence-Based Professional Development
Research on effective professional development provides solid guidance on evidence-based
practices when designing and delivering professional learning for teachers. The findings have
repeatedly pointed to four specific features that have the strongest evidence of yielding high
gains and rates of transfer. These critical elements include 1. Presentation 2. Demonstration
3. Practice with Feedback 4. Ongoing Support. While each of these components is
beneficial, they must all work together to have the strongest impact (Joyce & Showers, 2002).
The following table provides additional information about each of these elements and its role
within the professional learning model. Professional development that adheres to these
suggestions and fits into the overall school plan has been proven to improve student
achievement through enhanced teacher practice.
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Elements of Effective Professional Development
(Joyce & Showers, 2002)

Presentation of
theory/strategy

Demonstration of
new learning

When presenting a theory, concept, or strategy, participants must be actively engaged by the
presenter. Teachers must be informed of the rationale for the learning and should only be
exposed to strategies that are evidence-based and grounded in solid research of proven
effectiveness. In this way, teachers gain an understanding of the underlying research base for
the new instructional strategy, skill, or concept being presented and the purpose for
including it in their instructional practice.

After explaining the concept, it should be modeled through live demonstration or video
examples that enable the teachers to see the strategy in action. Modeling allows for
observation and feedback leading to improved teacher buy-in and understanding. When
teachers see the value of the strategy, they are more likely to work toward full
implementation of the learning.

Practice and
feedback

It is important that all participants have an opportunity to experiment with the focus
strategies presented during the professional development session. Built-in opportunities to
practice through role play and peer support are a critical component that sets apart
traditional “sit and get” professional development from the more effective models described
here. Each opportunity for practice should be combined with immediate and specific
feedback on implementation of the new learning.

Ongoing support

Changes in teaching do not result from a single workshop. Teachers need authentic
opportunities to experiment with the new learning and discuss success or barriers with peers.
Teachers who receive ongoing support through coaching and/or peer observation while
implementing new strategies have a much greater likelihood of effectively transferring the
new learning to the classroom. This ongoing support is the most important element to make
the leap from teacher knowledge to teacher use in the classroom. Research suggests up to a
95% transfer of new when ongoing coaching is included in the professional development
model.
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Impact of Training Components
The implementation of new learning presents the biggest challenge for many educators. A
professional development plan that ignores the need for ongoing support risks losing all benefit
to what is commonly referred to as the implementation dip (Fuller, 2001). Table 2.2 summarizes
the research findings of the impact of each of the critical elements of professional development.
The graph clearly shows the benefit of ongoing coaching and support provided to teachers.
These findings confirm that professional development is only beneficial when it is ongoing and
supportive.

Professional Development for Teachers
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Attributes of Effective Professional Development
The critical elements of professional development discussed previously provide a solid
framework for the overall professional development plan and design. The United States
Department of Education published similar recommendations in their list of Attributes of
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Effective Professional Development. The list includes other key factors proven by research to
benefit teachers and students and to include in the professional development plan.

USDOE Attributes of Effective Professional Development
Results-driven
Standards-based
Job-embedded
Differentiated
Linked to learning needs
Collaborative
Sustained over time
Reflective
Evaluative
https://www2.ed.gov/admins/tchrqual/learn/nclbsummit/gentile/gentile.pdf

K-3 Literacy Professional Development
Teaching students to read is difficult and complex. Several research reports have documented
evidence that most new teachers are not well prepared to teach reading (Moats, 2009; SpearSwerling, 2008; Walsh et al., 2006). The MOWR Literacy Plans submitted by all K-3 schools
and LEAs in Arizona require documentation that teachers receive ongoing training in Tier I
instruction, Tier II intervention, assessment and data analysis. This should include both
program specific training and scientific research on the conceptual foundation for literacy
development. Classroom teachers must become critical consumers of the prepackaged
curricula so that they can make professional decisions and apply creative approaches to meet
the unique needs of each student. Teacher support is necessary to ensure fidelity which will
lead to improved student outcomes.
Goals of Program Specific Training
• Familiarize teachers with program materials and lesson structures
• Scope and sequence of instruction
• Instructional planning
• Lesson delivery to whole-group, small-group, and individualized instruction
• Differentiation of instruction to meet individual needs
• How assessment data aligns with program instruction
Topics for Literacy Foundations Training
• Arizona’s ELA Standards
• Early literacy development theories and processes
• Phonemic awareness, phonics, spelling, vocabulary, fluency, comprehension
• Language structures
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•
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•

Explicit and systematic instruction
Assessment and evaluation
Literacy environments
Effective instruction

Early Literacy Professional Development at ADE
In Arizona, teachers can participate in the Teaching Reading Effectively course offered by the
Arizona Department of Education. This 5-day training exposes participants to evidence-based
reading instructional strategies. It can also provide a shared knowledge base on how students
learn to read and what to do when students are not making progress. Trainings like this prepare
educators to teach the technical aspects of reading that may not have been covered in teacher
preparation programs.
Teaching Reading Effectively has been designed to cover the core foundational areas of
reading development, instruction and intervention to include;
• Foundations of Reading
• Learning to Read and Spell: A National Problem
• Principles of Reading Assessment
• The Structure of Language
• Phonemic Awareness
• Word Identification and Spelling
• Reading Fluency
• Vocabulary
• Comprehension and Writing
For additional information about Teaching Reading Effectively and other trainings offered by the
Arizona Department of Education, visit http://www.azed.gov/mowr/mowr-professionaldevelopment/.

Other Considerations
Teachers’ needs for support and professional development vary widely. Instructional leaders
can best gauge professional development priorities by reviewing student achievement data and
spending time in classrooms to see levels of implementation. Research by Montgomery and
colleagues (2013) identifies some common problems that recur in schools across the nation.
The following table lists these areas and provides some ideas for professional development to
address each issue. During ongoing support and coaching, it is worthwhile to address these
common pitfalls if they seem to be impeding the learning within the classroom.
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Classroom management (small groups, transitions)
Job-embedded PD through instructional walkthroughs,
mentoring, and coaching
Support on classroom physical arrangements
conducive to learning
Time management and pacing
Program specific training
Strategies for monitoring student progress
Formative assessment
Backwards planning
Student Engagement
Active participation strategies
Guidance and modeling from other teachers/coaches on
interaction
Praise and acknowledgement with error correction
Strategies to increase on-task behavior
Positive classroom culture
Appropriate student groupings for instruction
Core program objectives
Essential components of literacy
Whole group/ small group instructional strategies
Interpreting and gathering student data
Literacy learning stations/centers

Conclusion
Empowering educators through high-quality professional learning has tremendous potential to
improve student achievement. Professional development for K-3 reading teachers should be
aligned with the core program objectives, essential components of literacy, and strategies of
effective instruction. The research base continues to provide solid guidance that professional
learning is most effective at changing practice when it is ongoing and job-embedded. Investing
in the development of teachers is a valuable way to achieve strong student gains and a positive
school culture.
Visit www.azed.gov/mowr for information on Arizona’s Move on When Reading.
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Helpful Resources
Changing Practice: Rolling the Stone up the Hill or Focusing on Implementation
http://hostinguc.com/core/102416/core-changing-practice.pdf
Effective Teacher Professional Development (fact sheet)
https://learningpolicyinstitute.org/sites/default/files/productfiles/Effective_Teacher_Professional_Development_FACTSHEET.pdf
Effective Teacher Professional Development Report
https://learningpolicyinstitute.org/sites/default/files/productfiles/Effective_Teacher_Professional_Development_FACTSHEET.pdf
Five Levels of Professional Development Evaluation
http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational-leadership/mar02/vol59/num06/Does-It-Make-aDifference%C2%A2-Evaluating-Professional-Development.aspx
Impact of Coaching on Teaching Practice
https://uen.instructure.com/courses/297394/pages/4a-impact-of-coaching-on-teachingpractice?module_item_id=2021545
Knowledge and Practice Standards for Teachers of Reading—The Center for Effective Reading
Instruction
https://effectivereading.org/knowledge-and-practice-standards/
Standards for Reading Professionals-International Literacy Association
https://www.literacyworldwide.org/get-resources/standards/standards-for-reading-professionals
Research Matters/ Moving to Evidence-Based Professional Practice
http://www.ascd.org/publications/educational_leadership/mar06/vol63/num06/Moving_to_EvidenceBased_Professional_Practice.aspx
Student Achievement through Staff Development
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/8238/8ea50c5d0fe15535fd8c5b52ffa4f9b6e932.pdf
Teaching the Teachers. Effective Professional Development in an Era of High Stakes Accountability
http://www.centerforpubliceducation.org/Main-Menu/Staffingstudents/Teaching-the-Teachers-EffectiveProfessional-Development-in-an-Era-of-High-Stakes-Accountability/Teaching-the-Teachers-FullReport.pdf
The Role of Professional Development in Evidence-Based Reading Instruction
https://www.startoolkit.org/assets/files/Issue_ProDevelopment.pdf
Utah Evidence-Based Professional Development Rubric https://www.schools.utah.gov/file/a36a29292859-4083-8276-a84354e1ae2d
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